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Dear Commissioners:

Chai rman 

Commi ssi on

The New York. Public Interest Research Group urgently requests 
you 

to order the immediate suspension of operations 
at Indian Point on the* 

arounds of non-compliance with the NRC's Final 
Emergency Planning Rule.  

T .his rulerequires that on-site and off-site emergency plans for 10- and 

50-mile Emergency Planning Zones around commercial 
power plants be imple

men.o&d by April, 1, 1981.  

e rule states: 

"The NRC will then make a finding as to whether th'state 
ef 

onsite and offsite emergency preparedness provides 
a reason

able assurance that adequate protection measures 
can and will 

be taken in the event of a radiological emergency...  

"After April i, 1981, an operating plant may be required 

to shut down if it is determined that there are 
deficiencies 

such that a favorable NRC finding cannot be 
made or is no 

longer warranted and the deficiencies are not 
corrected with

in 4 months of that determination." 

Furthermore, the rule provides for immediate 
Commission action if 

required to protect the public: 

"In any case where the Commission believes that the public 

health, safety or interest so reuires, the plant will be 

required to shut down imnmediately.' 

-- Federal Register 
August 19, 1980 

Today is April 1st and there is no implemented off-site.emeraency 

plan for Indian Point, the nation's most densely populated reactor site.  
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Plans for the 10- and 50-mile EPZs were submitted to FEMA.and 
NRC by the licensees (Consolidated Edison and the Power Authority 
of the State of New York) on January 2, 1981.  

As you know,. these plans have been the subject of extensive 
criticism by the local county officials who would be responsible 
for carrying out protective actions to safeguard the public in the 
event of an accident at Indian Point (comments of Westchester County 
officials enclosed). These officials, acting responsibly by refusing.  
.to concur in an emergency plan which they believe is, in the words of 
Westchester County Executive DelBello, "not realistic and not work
able", have declined to sign onto the plans in their present form.  

"In Westchester, emergency response plans required by the 
NRC have been.developed with virtually no local govern
ment, emergency service, and citizen input. County de
partment heads have been consulted, but in some cases, their 
counsel has been ignored. The results thus far are proposed 
plans for Indian Point that in the present form will not 
work." (our emphasis) 

-- Alfred DelBello 
Westchester County Executive 

from a letter to 
Congressman Richard Ottinger 
February 10, 1981 

"A plan is only workable and implementable when the" nuts and 
bolts details have been worked out. The plan doesn't even 
raise nuts and bolts problems let alone provide solutions.  
The only thing we'll be left holding, is the proverbial bag." 

-- Charles W. Bates, Commissioner 
Department of Social. Services 
Westchester County 

The licensees' plans not only lack the concurrence of the officials 
of the 4 counties surrounding Indian Point, but, in addition, fail to 
meet the April 1 implementation requirement in other essential respects: 
communication, monitoring, protective and decontamination equipment, emer
gency response personnel, and financial resources the counties require to 
carry out the plans are all either lacking or seriously deficient.  

Were a major accident to occur at Indian Point today or in the near 
future, the off-site plans could not be executed. Indian Point 2 and 3 
should, therefore, not be permitted to operate.  

We understand from the wording of your January 8 order for the Indian 
Point investigation, that were a Licensing Board in place at this time, it 
could'have brought to your attention this new evidence for you to act upon: 

"In the event that the Licensing Board conducting the adjudication 
determines that new evidence warrants interim relief, it may at 
any time recommend a course of action to the Commission." 

-- Commission Order 
January 8, 1981
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But, since a Licensing Board.is not yet in place nor have 
-intervention procedures ,egun, we are coming to you directly with 
wrha t we consider to be compelling new evidence for "interim relief." 

Because re-start of Indian Point 2 and 3 is imivnent, we believe 
imoerative. that you give immediaze Dersonai. attention to the fact 

that there is no emergency plan.in effect to orotect. the public.in 
tne event of an accident.  

As a result of the Three Mile Island accident and the subsequent 
reconnendations of Congress, the Kemeny Commission and the Rogovin.  
Report, the Commission enunciated a new safety policy to protect the 
public in the event of nuclear power plant accidents: "onsite and off
site emergency preparedness as well as proper siting and engineered 
design features are needed to protect the health and safety of the 
public" (Final Emergency Planning Rule).  

If you permit the Indian Point plants to operate at this time, it 
will be in spite of major deficiencies in all three safety systems: 

1. Emergency Planning -- there is no implemented and approved 
off-site emergency plan for Indian Point -- nor is there 
likely to be an effective and workable plan in place in 
the near future.  

2. Siting -- the Indian Point site is dreadful, placing at 
risk the greatest number of people'and economic assets 
of any nuclear power plant in the nation. To consider
this site a "defense" against catastrophe is a perversion 
of safety policy.  

3. Design (and .operations) .- given the recent "events" at 
Indian Point 2 and 3, and the management and operating 
practices of both licensees,-there is every reason to 
question whether the 3rd defense system is adequate to 
guarantee safety to the public, notwithstanding the pre
liminary conclusions of the NRC Task Force on Interim 
Operations of Indian Point.  

The design and operations of both units are of questionable adequacy.  
First, the flooding accident atUnit 2 resulted in the culpability by 
NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement, when, on March 3 (subsequent 
to issuance of your January 8 order), the Director -- with your concur
rence -- levied a $210,000 fine on Consolidated Edison.  

Second, staff evaluation of conditions at Indian Point 3, upon which 
you based yo'jr decision to permit interim operation of that unit, must 
now be considered inadequate, if not actually in error: on January 31, a 
low-pressure turbine blade broke, damaging other blades and the condensor, 
and resulting in a prolonged outage of that reactor. The turbine blade 
weakness should have been detected by an adequate inspection program.  

We are therefore deeply concerned that Indian Point inspection programs 
are inadequate to guarantee safe operations -- and may in fact 

have led 

to overoptimistic staff assessments of conditions at both Units 2 and 3.
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Testimony presented on March 5, 1981, by Victor Stello before 
the House Subcommittee on Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources 
(Toby Moffett, Chairman), and a February 17 communication to Congress
mnan Moffett from (then) Cha-irhan Ahearne, revealed alarming deficien
-;es in NRC's inspection programs due to severe personnel shortages.  
We were not reassured to learn (from a memorandum dated April 26, 1980, 
from H.B. Kister, Chief, Reactor Projects, Section 4, to E.J. Brunnerj* 
Chief, RO&NS Branch) that staff permitted inspections at Indian Point 
to fall to 305, (completed inspections), far below the national average 
of 60;: half the number of inspections for twice the number of people 
at.risk. We are forced to question the adequacy of staff safety eval
uations based on such inspection deficiencies.  

(Our concerns, in this regard, are heightened by the knowledge 
that portions of the NRC staff have been placed on overtime in order to 
speed up the licensing of new reactors, for it appears inevitable to us 
that regulation inspection programs for operating reactors will be 
further neglected as a result.) 

With regard to the other.two safety systems, siting and emergency 
planning -- it is abundantly clear that they are lacking at Indian Point.  

In your January 8 order, you singled out Indian Point as having.  
"the highest population within 10, 30 and 50 miles of any nuclear power 
plant site in the United States. At. 50 miles, its population is more 
than double any other plant site." Thus, the Indian Point site provides 
no safety. Furthermore, the Commission itself has properly .recognized 
the critical importance to Indian Point of emergency planning, by in
cluding in the order four questions directly or indirectly related to 
emergency planning (questions 1, 3, 4, and 5).  

In the absence, as of this date, of any implemented off-site emer
gency plan for Indian Point, -it is your clear responsibility to immed
iately order the suspension of operations of Units 2 and 3 until such 
time as there is a workable, implemented, fully tested and approved 
emergency plan and pending the outcome of the Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Board investigation you have ordered.  

We urgently request that you take this action to safeguard the 
20 million people who live within 50 miles of Indian'Point.  

Respectfully, 

Donald K. Ross, 
Execut've Director 

Joa /Holt, 
Pro, Sect Director 

cc: members of the New York 
Congressional delegation, 
Net.: v--k State and local 
offic:als



WESTCMESTER COUNTY MEDiCAL CENTER MEMORANDUM 

TO: Alfred B. DelBello DA February 23, 1981 
County Executive 

FROM: Bernard ". einstein 
Commissioner of Hos ita SUBJECT: Nuclear Response Pl 

Dear Mr. DelBello; 

After a thorough review of the Westchester County Radiological 

EmergenCy Response Plan it is apparent That the 
duties and res

ponsibilites assigned to the Department of Hospitals can only be 

carried out if: 

A. Legal questions regarding the authority 
of the Commissioner 

are clarified.  

B. Additional communications equipment 
and computer capabilities 

are secured.  

C. Staffing in technical areas is increased.  

The attached implementation plan provides the specific 
details on 

each of these needs. It also offers a timetable showing 
that the 

-Department of Hospitals could be 
ready to respond to a nuclear 

disaster by May 15, 1982 if all the 
needs identified in this im

plementation plan are met.  

If there are any matters which need 
further clarification, do 

not hesitate to call me.



Legal Issues 

1. The Westchester County Radiological Emergency Response 

Plan spells out some very important duties alnd respon

sibilities for the Commissioner of Hospitals. In surmary 

.form theseresponsibilities include: 

A. Directing nursing home administrators to 
evacuate 

patients from their institution & providing 
evacuation 

assistance.  

B. Directil nursing home & hospital administrators in 
the 

10 mile radius EPZ, to provide continually 
updated 

reports regarding the number and mobility 
status of 

patients in their institutions.  

C. Directing ill.v-handicapped or infirm persons 
in private 

residencet-to register initially and reregister 
any changes 

of location or status.  

D. Directing these dependent persons to evacuate their 

homes and providing evacuation assistance in the form 

of transportation & medical care.  

E. Directing amublance providers to carry out specific 

duties during a disaster event.  

F. Directing the operators of trucks busses, vans and 

other vehicles to perform specific duties during a 

disaster event.  

II Before progressing any further with methodologies 
to 

implement this plan, it is first necessary 
to determine if 

the Commissioner of'Hospitals does, 
in fact, have the legal 

authority to issue the directives noted above.  

Scope of the Disaster Response 

I. If it is determined that the Commissioner 
of Hospitals does 

have, or can be given the legal 
authority to carry out 

the function called for in the 
plan, then the scope of the 

response must be studied.  

A. After a thorough study of the 
plan, it is possible to 

summarize tbe-responsibilities 
assigned to tbe Commissiomer 

of Hospitals & Division of Eiergency Medical Services 

under two main categories:
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1. Providing primajy .ermergency medical care for the 
ill & injured.  

2. Providing or the evacuation of the sick, handicapped 
& infirm.  

B. "Providing primary & emergency medical care for 
the ill & 

injured" includes many related duties & responsibilities: 

1. Notifying ambulance corps of an emergency.  

2. Coordinating in orderly response of vehicles L personnel.  

3. Providing on-scene traige & treatment.  

4. Coordinating the transport of patiemsto assigned & 

appropriate hospitals.  

5. Establishment of teftporary morgue facilities.  

6. Coordinati.ng the deployment of Advanced Life Support 

(ALS).and Basic-Life Support (BLS) ambulance personnel.  

7. Notification & deployment of phy sicians to the 
emergency 

scene (s).  

8. Alert- of nearby hospitals and regional medical centers.  

9. Deployment of specialized transport vehicles such 
as 

belicopters.  

10. Mobilization of vehicles for transportation 
of non

stretcbe' patients & supplies.  

1) Busses, vans 
2) Trucks 

11. Coordination of blood supplies 

12. Coordination of EMS activities with fire, police 
and 

other public safety services.  

C. Providing for the evacuation of the sick handicapped &.  

infirm includes many related duties & responsibilities: 

1. Alerting Dept of Hospitals staff.  

2. Gaining immediate assessment of the number 
& Location 

of dependent individuals.  

(~AITTC-11-I11 13(
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3. Gaining i nmediate~assessment of the basic health 
status.  

of each individual.  

1) Ambulatory or stretcher 
2) Special healt .needs.  

a) Monitors,. respirators, dialysis, critical 

care etc.  

4. Notifying&locating, appropriate.forms of transporation 

1) ambulances 
2) helicopters 
3) busses 
4) vans 
5) cars 

5. Dispatching & coordinating deploy-ment of special 
transport 

vehicles.  

6. Keeping in contact w-ith EPZ be.lth care facility 
admnin

instrators to assess evacuation progress.  

7. Keeping in touch with administrators of 
host facilities 

to constantly assess changing needs.  

8. Clarifying patient orders and records.  

9. Providing physicians with imstant 
notification of 

whereabouts of their patients.  

10. Arranging for deployment, transporation 
and coordination 

of medical professionals to assist the ill patients at 

temporary facilities.  

11. Mobilizing & coordinating the deployment 
of trucks & vans 

to transport patients records, patient 
care equ-ipment 

and related supplies.  

-
9.  
C;
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Response to the Challenge....  

I. The challenge of evacuating 
an area of this size and a 

population this great & diverse 
is no ordinary task.  

Therefore, the response to 
this challenge should be 

equally extraordinary., 

A. A task of major proporation 
( evacuation ) must be 

accomplished in a brief time 
period.  

B. There may be many unpredictable 
complications: 

1) Single or multiple medical disaster 
scenes requiring

manpower & equipment.  

2) Reluctant response by needed 
workers.  

3) Changing traffic problems.  

4) Need of same vehicles by zany departments 

5) Adverse weather conditions.  

6) Disruption or overloading 
of phone lines L 

radio channels.  

C. It is impossible to "rehearse" 
an event as great as this.  

.. Key officials will be directing persons 
who may 

be totally. unfa mil-r with the 
locality & the specific 

tasks at hand, 

I. It is necessary to plan, from the start, for a tight 
method 

of control over all facets of 
this major responsibility.  

A. There must be a comprehensively 
efficient and controlled 

coMMunication system linking 
command personnel, workers, 

transportation equipment and 
facilities.  

Bs There must be a computer 
system capable of providing: 

1) location & status of dependent 
persons.  

2) location & status of available 
beds or care facilities.  

3) location-& status of transportation 
equipment.  

4) traffic pattern status- & alternate 
routes.

is.



C. There must be personnel assigned on a daily basis to 

manage and direct the communications & computer systems.  

In addition, there must %be other personnel whQ, while 
-performing regular Dept .pfHospitals functions on a daily 

basis, are also trained & practiced in the direction of a 

Nuclear Plant Disaster Response.  

Design of a Comprehensive Communication System 

I. The comm~uications system used for coordination of resources.  
in response to a nuclear event must offer many benefits: 

A. It must give county-wide coverage.  

B. It must be available & installed in ill necessary 
transportation resources.  

1) busses, trucks. vans, ambulances, helicopters.  

C. There must be many hand held units for com-and personnel 
& workers.  

D. It must operate on clear. & uncongested frequencies.  

E. There must be several channels to permit coordination 
of high volume traffic & assignment of priorties.  

1) e.g. a channel each for: 

a). busses & vans 
b) delivery trucks 
c) emergency medical personnel & ambulances 
d) hospitals & nursing homes 
e) command personnel 

F. It must be simple & uncomplicated for the unaccustomed user 

I. Serious consideration has been given to the utilization 
of 

existing, and possibly' expanded, county commucations resources.  

A. The county has a wide range of current communications 
capabilities. These include police, fire, EMS and local 

government frequencies.  

B. On a daily regular basis however, each of these fre

quencies is relatively busy. During a disaster evacuation 

they could be expected to'be quite overloaded.  

C. The complexities of trying to coordinate a major eacuation 
on a multitude of congested frequencies, each borrbwed fron 

o.ther users who require these frequencies for roubine 

business, is too discouraging to consider further;.
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D. Furthermore, not all necessary vehicles 
(eg.busses & trucks) 

have any radios at all, nor do all _bulances have a common 

frequency.  

E. For these reasons,aL
n o tb.er direction needs to be explored.  

III. To accomplish the goals required of such a system, we 

would recommend the development of 
a repeater system linking 

mobiles, bases & hand held units.  

A. The system would require at least 5 repeater base stations 

in each of at least 3 separate county 
locations(Grasslands, 

Dunwoodie, Mohansic).  

B. The system would be designed in 
the 900 megahertz range 

to take advantage of relatively clear channels and better 

choice of multiplefrequency segments.  

C. Com.maand consoles would be installed in the county command 

post to monitor each of the channels & control each of the 

repeaters.  

D. Mobile radios would be installed 
in: Est.# 

2) all ambulLnce vehicles 
300 

2) all designated busses & vans 
100 

3) all designated trucks 75 

4) all county vehicles 
200 

5) selected local municipal vehicles 
100 

6) Red Cross & disaster vehicles 
20 

7) blood supply vehicles 
15 

8) helicopters 
-5 

815 

E. Base station radios would be installed 
in: Est.# 

1) selected hospital emergency depts 20 

2) selected police depts 
20 

3) selected nursing homes 
30 

4) selected bus depots 
10 

5) selected county departments 
10 
90 

I
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F.. Rand held radios would be assigned to: 

1) command L direction personnel 
2) medical triage officers--, 
3) vehicles pressed into service for 

specific needs

Est.  
50 
20 

60 
130

G. In order to provide adequate range, the radio system 
would 

utilize satellite receivers with transmitter steering.

H. Each group (e.g. busses L vans or 
would have a separate frequency.  

coordinate, request among users.
unusual needs, repeaters could be 

icate between channels.

trucks or EMS personnel) 
The command center would 
In specific-cases- for
linked to cross comm-

I. Each repeater site vould have emergency -power in case of 

electric system failure. There would also be at least one 

spare transmitter at each site in case of 
equipment failure.  

J. There would be paging facilities to alert personnel regardless 

of the time of day or where they are

) Pager% would be.amssigned to: 

a) Dept of hospital personnel 
b) selected nursing home & hospital 

administrators.  
c) selected transportation company 

administrat ors 
d) selected medical professionals 
e) selected bus drivers ( esp.school bus 

drivers)

.Lst.# 
40 

40 

30 
25 

50 
185

*K. The proper use of this system linked 
with computer aided 

dispatch ( to be described) would permit the orderly 
coor

dination,- assessment, deployment and 
allocation of resources 

during a very demanding period.  

!.  
f

N



Desigr. of a Conmuter vstem to Coordinate a DiWster Plan Response 

I. Computer capabilites would be provided 
to insure improved 

coordination of the disaster response.  

A. This computer capability would take. one of two directions: 

1) Additional equipment needed to utilize the existing.  

county computer.  

2) A smaller computer dedicated for this 
purpose alone.  

B. Personnel would be assigned on 
a daily basis to program 

the computer with continually updated information 
regarding:.  

1) location of dependant persons living in private residences.  

2) number, status & location of nursing 
home patients.  

3) number, status & special needs of 
hospital patients.  

4) availabilitY of transporation resources C size, location, 
status).  

5) highway status, repairs, closing etc.  

6) availability of key personnel, vacations, 
shifts etc.  

7) phone numbers of all places likely 
to be called.  

C. On line terminals would be installed 
in institutions having 

high variation in status and in institutions 
performing 

other programming duties.  

1) Peekskill Hospital 
2) VA Hospital .( Montrose) 

3) Selected host facilities with 
rapidly changing bed 

status.  
4) WCMC 

D. For other institutions, there would 
be a daily. call system 

in order to update information.  

E. During a disaster, the computer would 
be used: 

1) to show the location, number 
& status of dependant 

evacuees.  
2) to show the location capacity 

& status of busses & vans 

3) to show the. location & status of 
ambulances 

4) to show the bed availability 
at host.Iacilities.  

5) to show critical care beds 
at regional care centers.  

6) to show location, Status-& size of delivery trucks.  

7) to show blood supply 'inventory 
& location of delivery vebicl 

B) to telephone evacuees:at, home 

9) to display traffic patterns of main routes. "



F. Separate display terminals at the corm-nand center would be 

used to show different.da.t at the same time. Lor example, 

separate simultaneous displays might show: 

1) bed availability at a host facility 
2) traffic patterns 
3) bus locations & status 
4) blood inventory 
5) dependent evacuees still remaining at home.  

G. The computer system and the comunications sytem would be 

blended into a single comprehensive disaster control system 

for operations management.  

Operational Description 

I. In the event of a mucleai accident of a large scale, the syste= 

would respond in this manner: 

A. The Co-issioner of Bospitals and administrative personnel 

would be notified by a page alert transmitted by the 
county command center.  

B. The commissioner & key personnel would respond to the 

coUMnnd center.  

C. An assessment of the situation would be made from public 

safety personnel & hMC reports.  

D. EMS personnel would already be responding, as called 
by p1: 

from the command center.  

E.A computer read out would show the number of dependent 

persons to be moved as well as their status & location.  

F. Bus, truck & van operators & transportation administrators 

would be paged and vehicles would be dispatched as needed 

according to computer assessment.  

G. Ambulances & EMS personnel would be deployed 
both to 

disaster scenes and to transport the dependent ill 
patient 

Deployment & dispatch would be computer aided.  

E. Trucks & delivery vehicles would be deployed 
as needed wit 

the aid of computer assisted dispatch.  

I.- Continual updates would be programmed as patients 
leave 

EpZ institutions & reach host facilities.  

J. Reports from police would be programmed regarding rqad * 
conditions. Bulletins on-clogged roads would 

be givdn to 

transport vehicles. Alternate routes would 
be advisbd.



K. Partially filled busses would 
be routed to pick pp other 

passengers at other facilities 
in order to expedite the 

evacuation.  

L. Drivers who were unfamiliar 
with the local geography would 

be guided by dispatchers using 
computer map displays.  

M. Medical triage personnel 
at disaster scene could request 

more vehicles, supplies & 
personnel and provide patient 

counts by major diagnosis.  

N. Hospitals could request 
blood & the delivery could 

be 

coordinted by computer dispatch.  

0. Deli-very of'food,drugs & special ehuipment could be 

expedited using radio dispatch.

- - - .5-. -.

.................................



ImDlementation Schedule for Development of 
System.  

I. If funds were available, a comprehensive 
commucation system 

could be implemented as follows: 

A. Design- by June 1, 1981 

B. Bidding & purchase by - Sept.15, 1981 

C. Delivery & installation- May 15, 
1982 

II. .If funds were available, a computer 
system could be 

implemented as follows: 

A. System design by- June 1, 1981 

B. Bidding & purchase by -Sept.l
5 , 1981 

C. Delivery ..installation- by Jan. 15, 1982 

II. If funds were available staff couldtbe 
hired and trained.  

A. for computer progra
z-in g & operation by- Oct. 15, 1981 

B. for co-=unications center operation- 
by- Oct. 15, 1981 

IV. Resolution of legal questions; 

A. Analysis by legal dept- by 
June/July.  

B. Possible emactmen't of new legislation 
-by. Sept/Oct,1 9 81 

V. Training and preparation of 
Dept. of Hospital staff.  

A. Drafting of duties by- May. 15, 1981 

B. Training sessions & workshops 
- by Aug. 1 5 , 1981 

C. Simulated drill- Oct. 15, 1981 

VI. Contract & discussions with hospital 
& nursing home admin. personne 

A. Letters & descriptive packets 
mailed-by May 15, 1961 

B. Meetins& conferences 
- by July 15, 1981 

Vii. Contact with bus & trucking operators.  

A. Letters & mailouts - by June 15, 1981 

B. Meetings &
" conferences .by Aug. 15, 1981 

Viii. Contact with ambulance corps 

A. Letters -°by .May . 15, 1981 

B. Meetings -by..June-15,.. 
1981_.-.  

(



Estimate of time needed to accomIish evacuation of special facilities 

I. The plan provides compute'ri designed estimates for the time 

needed to evacuate special facilities ( chart C-5 for normal 

weather conditions..& chart C-7 for adverse weathber conditions).  

A. Chart C-5 gives a mamimun estimate of 7 hrs & 10 minutes 

while chart C-7 gives a maximum time of 13 hrs & 10 
minutes 

B. These times are based on travel times after mobilization.  

Clearly, mobilization is a critical determinant. 
This -is 

not a highly trained, disciplined L organized army unit 

which is being mobilized. Rather, it is a loosely structure 

diverse, independent & normally unrelated group 
of organ

izations and personnel which must come together 
and begin 

performing what, for many, would be an unfamiliar task 

under stress conditions, 

C. Mobilization, therefore is a key element 
for which it is 

difficult to estimate time. Te would, however, offer the 

following rough estimates as indicators: 

1. From alert until key personnel assemble 
at command 

EQ- max 1.5 hrs 

2. From alertuntil busses trucks L vans are on the 

road- max 2 or 3 hrs.  

3. From alert until ambulances are on the 
road max-20 mii 

D. We would therefore add at least 2-3 
hours onto the 

estimates on charts C-5 & C-7 to account 
for mobilization.  

E. This estimated mobilization time , it must be cautioned, 

can only be anticipated if proper radio 
alert & paging 

of key personnel is available. Likewise the evacuation 

of the EPZ can only be accomplished 
ithin the time estimat 

of the planners if a specialized communications 
systems & 

computer control system regulate the maneuver.  

F. With theaddition of mobilization time estimates and the 

qualification of the need for communications 
& computer 

control, the estimatesof evacuation 
time in the plan appear 

reasonable. ..  

'I
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Budget Estimtte
-Comnunications. System

18 repeater bases @ $5000 
command console & co=paritor network 
satellite receivers 15 C $1000 
microwave links 
mobile units 815 @$750 
base units 90.9 $900* 
hand held.units 130 @ $800 
pagers 185 C $350 

total ( installed) 

yearly maintenance est.  

@ 5% of system cost 

yearly insurance cost est.  
C-10% of system cost

* .90,000 
1 100,000 
15,000 
300,000 
611,250 
81,000 

104,000 
64,750 

1,366,000 

66,300

136,600



Budget Estimate 
Computer Control .ystem

Additions to county computer or 
small independent computer 

Linkage accessories 
Terminals 30 @ 3000 
Printer & accessories

Hardware

Initial programming expenses 

Total 

Annual maintenance est. cost

$150,000 

75,000 
90,000 
80,000

395,000 

75,000

$470,000 

48,475

Annual insurance premium "5,000 

Annual pbone line costs 
for terminals 24,000 

-- - a 

.- 1*

140
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Budget Estimate 

iiuman Resources

A. Computer operations 

EDP Director 
Ass-ist.Dir.  
clerk tecb.7 @ 16,000 
secretary 2 @ 13,000

fringe @ 32%

Annual total

B. Comunications system 

Co:mu nications Director 
Assist .ir.  
operators 7 C 18,000 
secretary 

fringe 9 32% 

Annual total 

C. Operations & administration 

coordinator disaster planning 
training coordinators 
( 6- 20% time G 21,000 

secretary -

$ 31,000 21,000 
126,000 
13,000 

191,000 

61,120 

-mDZ

31,000 

25,200 
13,000

$ 69,200 

22,144 

91,344
fringe @ 32% 

Annual total

$31,000 24,:000 
112 000 
26,000 

193,000 

61,760

254,760

o O



supplies 
printing & duplicating 
postage 
travel 
space & utilities 
meetings & conferences 
equipment

Yearly total

$5,000 6,000 
3,000 
4;000 

10,000 
3,000 
8,000

$39,000

-- .-- J 

I.  

)

Budget Estimate 
Adiinistration. & OTPS Costs
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Complete Program 
Budget Summary

Program/item 

Administration & OTPS 

Eurman resources: 
computer operations 
communications 
operations & administration 

Communications system 

cost 1 installation 
maint. L insurance 

Computer system cost & installation 
.maint, insua'nce & phone lines 

TOTAL

Initial purchase 
cost estimate

4.

1,366,000 

470,000 

.1,836,000

Continuing An 
cost estimate

39,000 

254,760 
252,120 
91,344 

204,900 

77,475

880,599

I).' 
(.

I

.m
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February 18, 1981

TO: David Smith 
Office.of the County 

Executive

FROM: Joseph Caverly 
Commissioner 

RE: Radiological Emergency 
Response Plan 

We have reviewed the Radiological 
Emergency Response Plan 

for Westchester County 
and make note of the following 

information 

as it relates to this department's 
participation.  

1. We have previously filed 
with the Office of Disaster 

and Emergency Services 
the logistical information 

requested in reference 
to the inventory of equipment 

and personnel.  

2. We are listed as a secondary 
support resource for 

engineering services to 
include debris clearance, 

emergency repairs and 
traffic control. I assume that 

the lead agency, D.P.W., 
will be in contact with 

us 

to make necessary arrangements 
for these functions.  

3. Park Capacities - The chart showing the 
County Parks 

within the emergency 
area should be corrected 

to 

reflect peak attendance 
figures: 

Croton Point Park 
- 8,000 (special events) 

- 3,500 (summer daytime 
weekends) 

Mohansic Golf Course 
- 300 

Muscoot Park 
- ,000 

Camp Echo 
200 

Camp Echo is used in 
the Spring and Fall 

by school groups 

and other organizations 
when capacity could 

be 200.  

4. Reception Center - The Westchester County 
Center, located 

in White Plains, could be 
desicnated as a reception 

center.  

//1o 
b

JC:JEA:Pv
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O FFIE MEMORANDUM :AND EMERGE NCY SEVCESMEOANU 

February 24, 1981 

To: Eoz. Alfred 3. Del Bello 

County Executive 

From: Anthony R. Marasco 

Subject: Westchester County Radiation 
Emergency Response Plan 

Westchester County' has prime responsibility to implement this plan and to provide 

resources (equipment and personnel). Our Office of Disaster and Emergency Services 

has the responsibility for overall administration of the County Radiation Emergency 

Response Plan. In addition, we have the lead responsibility for the notification 

of the populous, evacuation and co=unications, and the primary 
support for 

direction and control, public information and radiological exposure 
control.  

It is our contention that presently we do not have the staff 
or resources to 

adequately fulfill these functions. In addition to our present staff we should 

have, at the minimun, a Training Officer, a Resources Officer and an Administrative 

Officer.  

To administer a plan you must be able to intelligently read and follow the plan.  

The format, as presently set forth, is very hard to follow. The Table of Contents 

is inadequate, and no index exists. A plan should contain no more than one 

volume and be easily understood.  

Training of all emergency forces must be provided for, and an annual drill must 

be conducted. These two items alone require an initial and on-going 
expenditure 

of several thousands of dollars.  

The radio communications systems in the Emergency Operating Center and the Mobile 

Communications Van do not allow us to communicate with all County emergency 

services$ The only county-wide frequencies presently available are Fire and 

Emergency Medical Services. We should be able to contact local Police Depart

ments and Departments of Public Works, as well as the Civil Air Patrol and the 

Red Cross, just to mention a few of the necessary auxiliary support services.  

The plan implies that the only on-site assessment is by the utilities. It is 

our feeling and the past record of the utilities 
shows that they are not to be 

relied u;.on for on-site assessment and notification. We feel outside personnel 

who wouic represent the County's interests should 
be on the premises for 

assessment on a twenty-four hour basis.  

In the notification of the populous, the utilities presently have assured us 

that they will furnish 42 tone-activated sirens. At the present time we have 

yet to see the survey as to where these 
sirens will be placed, and we are con

cerned about the dead spots in the County that cannot be adequately covered by 

sirens alone.
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Atcther primary responsibility assigned to this office '.s education =md evacua:io
of the populous. An on-going educatio-, program must be provided for the general 
populous to explain the evacuation procedures and the biological effects tf 

ionzing radiatior.. The utilities have offered to prepare and distribute 
infcr-ation brochures to the general populous. -These brochures will need to be 
updated annually.  

We must also be concerned about radiation exposure control of emergency forces 
and decontamination procedures. This requires personnel dosimeters, TLD's, 
survey meters, protective clothing, etc. Personnel must be trained in the use 
of radiological instruments. At the present time we have insufficient equipment.  
Once the radiological instruments are secured and in storage space (no storage 
space is available), we must set up an on-going recalibration of all instruments.  
We have no personnel or facilities for this responsibility.  

In conclusion, am informal poll was taken of police departments within and outside 

the ten-mile EPZ, and all Police Chiefs contacted felt that they did not have 

sufficient equipment, training or manpower to fulfill their roles in executing 

this plan.  

For these and other shortcomings too numerous to mention in this memo, it would 

be necessary to spend $200,.000-$300,000 to successfully implement this plan.

ARM: j
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AM:E B DEL BE;.LO 

C"=ARLES W GAT ES 

February 4, 1981 

Honorable Alfred B. DelBello 
County Executive 
County Office Building 
W ite Plains, New York 

Dear Mr. DelBello" 

We have worked in good faith and diligence with the process 
of preparing an evacuation plan in the event of a nuclear accident 

at Indian Point. We have had a number of concerns which have become 

graven upon reading the latest draft, and upon hearing questions 

raised at the briefing on January 28, 1981. These include: 

1. We agreed to notify specific agencies-day care centers 

adult homes, and nursery schools. The plan has us notifyinc these, 

plus a host of others under the title "lIke facilities." The i-sue 

here is two fold. First, why were we asked what w- wuld do; wh' 

did they agree to it; and why did they change the acreement without 

discussion. Secondly. the use of a vague term, hlike facilities," 

in the procedural section which requirc-s utterly specific directions 

is not only ill advised, but leaves us ill informed as to who we 

should notify.  

2. The deadline for an implem.entable plan is A-ril 1, 1991.  

The expectation that this deadline can be met is either naive 

(inexcusable for a consultant paid over $1 million) or reflects 
an 

insensitivity to the real necessity of having more than a political 

document (unforgiveable). Being party to a naive or politically 

expedient document is obviously in the interests of safety. 
While 

we are strongly co=,itted to the need for a plan, th.is one leaves 

room for a lot of doubt.  

3. This plan makes no specific mention of how DSS staff 
will 

be trained to run reception centers and staff congregate 
care centers.  

We have to rely on more than the good intentions 
of DSS staff if this 

phase of the plan is workable. We are in essence being asked to 

provide expertise where we have none.  

4. The committment of Red Cross to run the congregate care 

chelters came f-rtheir national headquarters. There is a question 

as to whether the local Red Cross is either willing or capable of
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handling the number of shelters required.  
I 

5. No realistic plan exists for the resettle-rnt 
of people 

fro=, the shelters. Giving the responsibility to DSS is one thing, 

realistically expecting the permanent relocation 
cf IC's of thousands 

of people is another.  

6. Getting staff to the shelters will be a problem. 
People.  

will be arriving at the reception centers 
from the Em.erency -lanninr 

Zones before many of our staff will have arrived to set the u=.  

As people arrive, stop for instructicns, 
wait, and create a traffic 

jamr., our staff can reasonably be expected 
to be stuck in the jams.  

-. Since evacuation is expected to take from 3 to 13 
hours, 

many of the people arriving at the centers will bc contaninated with 

dusi. bringing their contanination into the centers. There are no 

clear measures to insure the safety cf our staff, or for monitoring 

of their safety.  

F. Many of our staff, assuming they would be willing to work 

under these conditions, would depend upon 
public transportation to get 

to the centers. Unfortunately for them, the public transportation 

buses will not he doing their regular 
runs around. the county, but 

will be (theoretically) heading into the danger 
zone to evacuate people.  

At night, there is.little if any bus 
transportation anyway.  

9. We would have to develop two staffing 
plans, one for an 

incident during the weekdays,* and another 
when the offices are closed, 

since our staff would be in two very 
different locations and availability.  

10. After hours. contaifLig staff will 
be difficult. Our emergency 

service workers operate with an outdated 
seven year old list of phone 

numbers because the union apparently 
disagrees with its distribution.  

11. Who is going to pay the school 
staff to operate some of 

the centers? Have the schools agreed to participate? 
Who is going 

to let us in? A plan is only workable and implementable 
when the 

nuts and bolts details have been worked 
out. The plan doesn't even 

raise nuts and bolts problems let 
alone provide solutions. They 

seer to have been lef- to we implententers. 
The only thing we'12 

be left holding, is the proverbial 
baC.  

12.. Is it reasonable to assuie our staff will be safe workinc 

15 niles from the disaster site? 
"he answrs ro:idez at the har:ng 

did not provide security.  

13. There is a question as to whether 
the local police otside 

the EPZ will have adequate staff 
to provide the necessary supports.  

in the event of a disaster, they 
will probably be busy attendinS.  

the duties required by their 
municipalities, and hardpressed 

to meet 

our needs.  

14. No effective means of communication 
is available to DSS 

staff in all the centers. 
The.plan is to have phone company 

staff 

install the extra phones. But, by the time they could 
be mobilized 

and accoplish this task, 
the plan already has most 

of the evacuation 

completed.
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15. VWnere is all the food ar.d cots fcr 10's cf thousands o .  

peitple going to corie fro.-? Wh- is going to pay for then.? 

1E. The pan leaves children in thei. de;." care centers until 

parents or alternates pick the.m up. if they're not plcz;e up, 

who will evacuate them, to where, and when? It seems odd to leave 

the most vIUlnerable in jeopardy lonce:. .eir quick pickup depends 

on fluid transpcr:ation, an opi.ist.ic hope at this point.  

17. What plans are being made to protect the mentally ill 
in 

the co-mmunity who may well respond to the crisis with panic all 

poor judgement? 

18. The inmates at Sing Sing are not to be evac-uated because 

of the problems with security. This goes well beyond the border 

of insanity. Does this reflect the degree of respect for human 

life upon which this plan is founded.  

19. There is no reason to suggest this plan will prevent 

chaos. In some instances, it will add to it.  

20. The psychology of people responding to this form 
of 

disaster has been severely under considered. What makes us believe 

that our staff won't be putting as much as possible -between their 

backs and Westchester. This plan doesn't leave us with faith in 

our capability.  

21. Good intentions and hard work have not gone 
far enough 

in providing a plan that can reasonably be expected 
to succeed.  

More work needs to be done.  

I do not feel that I can sign this plan in its present form.  

Sincerely, 

Charles W. Bates 
Comn.,issioner

CWB/bw
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AV.RED t. DEL BE=O/ 

C34AALE W. BATES ~ 77~ 
0*ParVhn1 of socifu G.v'ti 

February 23, 1981 

Honorable Alfred B. DelBello 
County Executive 
County Office Building 
White Plains, New York 

Dear Mr. DelBello: 

we have carefully reviewed the mission statement for the 
Department of Social Services as stated in the Emergency 
Response Evacuation plan. If a minor problem should occur 
at Indian Point, I don't foresee any problem with resources; 
We could possibly mobilize DSS staff to be quite helpful.  
However, if there is a maor crisis at Indian Point and it is 
necessary to evacuate everyone within the 10 mile radius, 
then we seriouslyquestion if we have the resources to be 
helpful.  

To begin with, we have a crisis, we don't have the manpower.  
According to the report there are approximately 125 thousand 
persons in ,the 10 mile danger zone. It is estimated that 
32 thousand will require some kind of service from one of the 
six reception centers and possibly on going assistance from 
the Congregate Care Centers. We feel that at least 1500 

workers would be needed during the initial crisis period.  

The Department of Social Services has 1200 staff, of which 
we feel that the maximum staff we think we could counE on 

would be 1/3 of the total (400 staff members). The District 

offices will still be in operation and in need of staff. A 

numbDer of employees may refuse to participate in the evacuation 
plan due to a real or imagined danger unless safeguards are 

provided. Recently we asked for Civil Defense volunteers and 

approximately 50 staff members volunteered.  

If we were successful in getting those that we assume we could 

count on to participate we would still need 1100 additional 

staff. This would allow for 5 staff members per 100 persons 

for the reception centers. After the Evacuees are in the 

Congregate Care facilities we could use a lesser number of 

staff. There would be elderly and children requiring on going 

needs which will have to be met by DSS staff.
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W noted in the pla-n that there were Concregate Care facilities, 
an: reception centers in Putna--. an: Dutchess Couny. Many ofZ 

Westchester residents in the 10 mile area will head north.  
We were wonderinc what arrange-ments were made fcr those 
-n. als," - an- who would staff those centers.  

There is no realistic plan for the resettlement of people fro.mk 
the shelters. Giving the responsibil 'it to DSS i one thing, 
realistically expecting permane-.t relocation of 32 thousand 
people is another.  

Housing needs beyond the shelter is a critical issue. We 
could not relocate thousands of people in Westchester unless 
one legally had police authority. The resources that we have 

in Westchester County are hardly enough to manage under normal 
conditions.  

The plan states that DSS is responsible for financial resources 
for those individuals to be housed, clothed and fed. Would 
we have the authority to generate funds to pay for these items? 

If we have the authority to generate funds, then arrangements 

would have to be made with the Red Cross for conversion of 
funds into tangible goods and services.  

We have been wondering if any provision has been made for cots 

to sleep 32,000 people.  

If we were to start preparing now so that we could have a plan 

in case of a disaster,we would need a lead person,perhaps called 

a Director of Nuclear Crisis. This individual would design the 

program, oversee its implementation and train staff. This would 

be at least a pay grade XIV. This person could provide leader

ship but would need other core staff, approximately 3-5. This 

cost would be approximately $100,000 per year. Staff menmbers 

would need at least 4 hours of training per year. It would be 

necessary to have training and retraining due to the turn over 

of. staff. We figure about $25,000 per year in staff training, 

which would total $125,000 per year to manage, plan 
and train.  

We see the cost for staff time as another possible 
problem.  

Who would underwrite the cost for staff time (perhaps some overtime), 

plus food and housing for thousands of people. We can't present 

ficures at this time; the dollars are astronomical, we would 

need a blank check.  

We would also need: 

1. Authority from the appropriate person to carry out 

our assignment.  

2. A budget for staffing, planning and carrying out the 

program.  

3. A guarantee that if there is a crisis, our 
checks wouldn't 

bounce.
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S-heo=ne 
w/ S I 

Athouah we have the %desire to i.e.e-t the n we 

wonder if we have the capability tc do so.  

1 have attached -r your convenience, - co-y : 
letter to you in response to the plan.  

Charles W. Bates 
Commi s si oner 

CWB/bw 
attachment



WESTCHESTER COL.XTY FIRE CO.TFLO..: CETER 
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$T.S-R COLN.,TY RADIOLOGICAL E-RGENCY ESONb- FLA-N CO NTS 

The Radiological Emergency Response Plan is more of a concept than a plan.  

As you read thru the "plan" you come up with more questions than answers.  

General 

The "plan" relys on people being willing and able to participate. Unfor
tunately, in many areas this can only be assumed. There is no way people can 

be compelled to comply. Some examples of this can be seen on page C-9 item (f) 
(g). In both instances you can hope that 

1. The gas station owners will be able to keep personnel on hand.  

2. Tow truck operators will be able to get personnel to work. Another 
question that remains unanswered is "Who will pay these people even.  
if they did work".  

Reference is also made that first aid teams will be stationed inside the 
congregate care centers. This assumes that sufficient personnel will be avail
able to staff the team. Where, how and when will first aid materials be made 
available? 

The fire coordinator is listed in various tables as having responsibility 
for fire, rescue and ambulance service. Until a joint fire and E. M. S.  
co nications system is established, the fire coordinator does not have any 

method of contacting the various volunteer ambulance corps.  

Throughout the "plan" many holes are left open. It appears that every tins 
starts when the emergency arises. Where is the pre-planning? How will 1. D. De 

issued? Where will equipment come from? 

Fire and Rescue 

Fire Departments are being requested to provide.

1. Offsite radiation monitoring and ingestion pathway dose projections.

2. Assistance in evacuating personnel.
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Fire and Rescue (Continued) 

3. Fire police for traffic con.trol.  

4. Person-ne! for fire fightin Pnd rescue if nee.ed.  

5. Assist in sheltering of disla.ce persons.  

6. Assist in notifying the general public to sta, inside, etc.  

All of the departments are volunteers and relatively small in size. There 
is no way of insuring sufficient personnel to perform this task. In addition, 
most of the personnel have families in the affected area and they would be 
involved in evacuating their own families.  

The "plan" also assumes a level of training to enable fire personnel to 
perform the above functions. While some people have taken courses in radiation 
monitoring, there just isn't enough training available or firepersons interested 
in that type of training.  

Presently, some departments have one set of radiation monitoring equipmen:.  
The "plan" indicates that monitoring equipment will be picked up at the fire 
houses. Nothing is said about how the equipment will be made available or who 
would bear the cost of the material. The local departments can not be expected 
to purchase and maintain this type of equipment.  

General Evacuation Procedures 

The "plan" indicates that the fire coordinator will "maintain sufficient 
personnel"...., "will direct"o...,, "will assign .... ". The fire coordina,,r 
does not have any authority to "maintain, direct, assign". All he can , 
request.  

The "plan" refers to the Westchester County Ambulance Coordinator. There 
is no such title or person.  

2/ 20/El
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TO: '.avid R.mitR.  Directo Intergovernmental Relations 

From: FrankcC Bohlander 
Comm SS er of Public Works 

Subject.: Wes chester County Radiological 
Emergency Response Plan 

At a meeting on February 10, 1981 the County Executive 
requested recommendations from each department relative to the 

above response plan. These are to form a complete response from 
the County Executive.  

In general, however, let me state that in my estima
tion nothing in the proposed plan is impossible to carry out by 

the department from a theoretical standpoint. This is predicated 

on appropriate revisions in statute that will provide sufficient 
emergency powers to the Commissioner of Public Works to allow him 

to make demands of local departments. With sufficient funds 

other responsibilities could theoretically be implemented. Whether 

these individual categories are at all practicable is another 

matter. A radiological emergency is unlike any other function 
faced by any other department or, in fact, the prior experience 

of those in the military. A snow emergency, for example, can be 

addressed by an individual as basically as whether the snow is 
moved or not moved by a plow blade.  

Analogies during the County Executive's meeting were 

made to bombings and battle conditions during wartime periods 

which, again, affect individuals differently. A person can identify 

with whether or not they are wounded by gunfire or other military 

activities. The situation that may be faced in a radiological 

emergency concerns a substance that can neither be seen, smelled, 

felt, or even experienced within an immmediate time frame. It is 

the fear of the unknown which will undoubtedly create severe 

problems in gaining cooperation of personnel to carry out the 

mandates to the Department of Public Works.  

The report lacks any significant reference to authority 

and relies completely on voluntary cooperation. It also indicates,
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in many cases, the Commissioner of- Public Works 
shall or will 

and these are used interchangeably.  
With respect to scme of the iems such as the pur

chase and storage of uncontaminated food 
and water, it is a 

shared responsibility with Public Works 
as a support. The stor

age facility and transportation is Public Works and would require 

facilities which maynot be under, County control. 
This again 

would require local cooperation and is not 
easily legislated.  

In the case of sewage treatment, water supply, 
power 

generation and fire prevention on all public 
and private facil

ities, the responsibility is distributed between Environmental 

Facilities, Public Works and Health, without designating any 

one agency in charge. It is assumed throughout the whole text 

that the County Executive or the Director of Disaster and Emer

gency Services will direct all of the participation. 
After 

having indicated this early in the text, 
it proceeds to distri

bute assignments and responsibilities to too large a group to 

become effective. The command control lines from the Director 

of D& ES supervises and directs too many 
areas and should have 

a lesser distribution to become effective.  

In summary, there is nothing charged to 
the Department 

of Public Works that is physically impossible to be carried out 

with sufficient funds and the theoretical assumption 
that staff 

personnel will respond to direction and 
instructions. The report is 

written in an extremely confusing manner with no accurate index or 

any specific recommendations on how items enumerated can be imple

mented. There are also overlapping areas between 
the responsibil

ities of the County and local governments. 
It is our belief that 

while the responsibilities can theorectically be carried out, they 

stand little chance of implementation 
from a matter of practicality.  

Revisions in existing statute that 
provide the Commissioner of Pub

lic Works with the authorityt issue directives is necessary, while 

additional staffing must be provided to determine the necessary 

requirements for the many mandates as simplistic, 
for example, as 

insuring that traffic signals can 
physically be placed in flashing 

operation.  

cc: Frank T. Kearney 
Arthur Freed
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TO: Alfred B. DelBello 
County Executive 

FROM: R. Raleigh D'Adamo 
Cormissioner of Transportation 

RE: Critique of Indian Point Evacuation Plan 

Attached is the Department of Transportation's critique 

of the proposed Indian Point Radiological Response Plan.  

The plan was looked at from three standpoints:

Our ability to respond 
Resources necessary for us to respond 
Costs to respond

I

RRD/ab
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-- I. TO . SOND 

1. The Westchester County Department of Transportation has no 
urisdi~ti cn over bus drivers which are i the employ of _i

vate bus ccmpanies. Therefore, the department cannot coaxand 
bus drivers to perform in an emergency situation.  

2. The Westchester County Department of Transportation has no 
jurisdiction over private school bus or charter bus operations 
in the County.  

a) Who will operate these buses that are now predominately 
driven by retired people or housewives? 

b) There is currently no detailed inventory of these 
vehicles and their continued availability during an 
evacuation emergency.  

3. The Westchester County Department of Transportation has no 
jurisdiction over private or public ambulances, ambulettes or 
specialized handicapped accessible vehicles.  

a) The drivers of these special vehicles are under the 
control of the private company or municipality that 
operates them.  

4. The report designates the County Department of Transportation 
with the lead responsibility to "provide transportation 
services..... for supplies and for people without the resources 
to transport themselves".  

a) It is unclear as to the definition of "supplies"-
personal belongings, medical supplies, etc.? 

b) Both School and transit buses cannot accommodate "supplies" without decreasing the capacity of the 
buses to move people.  

c) An estimate of the quantity of supplies to be trans
ported is not given and raises the question as.to 
whether additional buses have been factored into the 
total number of buses needed for the evacuation.  

5. The Department's ability to transport substantial numbers of 
non-ambulatory people on a transit or school type bus is severley 
limited. For example, the Veterans' Administration Hospital 
has 300 wheelchair patients and 50 stretcher bound patients.  
The consultant has committed thirteen (13) Liberty Lines buses 
to this task.  

a) The plan also indicates that these patients will be 
transported to the Veterans Hospital in the Bron:; 
a total bus trip cf at least an hour.



b) The County's 105 wheelc rni. equipped buses have c-i.  

cne wheeichai- secu:rement pern : --.  

6. The Department's ability to respond is hampered by the absence of -:ilef route .lan in-orm-tion ..o.. the ergency ni 

Zone (EPz) to the Host Reception Center, outside the evacuation 

zone. The plan indicated only pick up points within the zone 
area.  

7. There is no mention of computer capability for maintaining current 
inventories of: 

a) Numbers of school buses.  
b) Numbers of privately owned charter coaches.  

C) Numbers of specialized vehicles.  

8. There is currently no operational communications system between 

dispatchers and their transit buses in the field. This communi

cations system is not expected to be fully operational until late 

1982. Until then, the notification of all transit buses will 

be unattainable with the current supervisory staffs under most 
scenarios.  

9. The base line scenario is described as "nighttime" when 
most 

people are in their homes. It should be noted that the most 

difficult times to assemble bus drivers are at night and on 

weekends and holidays.  

10. Since the evacuation operation will involve numerous organizations 

and Bus Companies, many of whom will be unfamiliar with the 

EPZ area, certain necessary items must be addressed: 

a) Adequate street lighting of all evacuation routes 

should be provided especially during nighttime 
evacuation.  

b) A guarantee that all EPZ evacuation routes chosen can 

be negotiated by a full size transit, charter or 
school bus.  

c) All EPZ evacuation routes should possess the proper 

road and street signs in the event of a "nighttime 

or adverse weathe:" evacuation.  

d) A complete book of alternative bus routes should be 
developed and printed in sufficient quantities for 

all potential drivers and dispatchers, etc. indicat

ing all the EPZ evacuation routes to the host reception 

center. This book should be desigred in such a 

manner than an individual can easily operate over 
an 

evacuation route even if the individual is unfamiliar 

with the EPZ area.

I
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n-: =c=en- i o.. s*-ui= ra e i --. a -C-"-= un =n over -iMe 

wace rates.); 

c. tne addinal cost c n p.eri...a ...... .-- e ers eI, 
-- " ,, * 

These costs wcu.d aso "nave tC take ..= cOun 
over:ime wages.); 

d) the labor and equipment costs invol.ved in providing 
additlonal telephone infcrmation service from the 
Department's Telephone Information Bueau; 

e) compensaticn to private tow truck comanies that would 
be required to provide standby service to move buses, 
(Heavy duty type trucks would be needed for emergencies.); 

f) compensation for bus driver training, (To bring these 
drivers in for traininc either on their day off or to 
substitute a driver for their regular run while they train, 
will add substantial costs. If aone on a weekend or 
holiday, the union overtime rates will apply.); 

g) in the event of a radiological emergency, Department of 
Transportation personnel would be required to work 
additional hours for the duration of the emercencv, 
(These additional hours would have a cost attached for 
personnel involved.); 

h) if a practice drill were to be set up, the expenditure 
for this exercise would be costly. Many of these costs 
would result from: 

a) Drivers wages (overtime cost if performed on 
weekend or holidays) 

b) Equipment costs 
c) Fuel 
d) Revenue lost due to disruption of service 

(if performed on weekdays in particular) 
e) Cost of supervisory and maintenance Dersonne! 
f) Cost of Depatment of Transportation personnel 

i) if recular transit service is suspended, there would be 
an adverse cffect on the transi dependents. These 
persons, alono with those unable to reach places of 
e-mloyment or return to their homes, oar:icularly in the 
Unaffected areas, may file claims for mandatory transporta
tion requirements supplied by other public conveyances suCh 
as taxis.  

.A conservative cost estimate to izplement the transportation aspect 
of this plan is preliminarily estmated to be in the order of a 
quarter of a =illion dollars.
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il of all agencies a practica! exercise when under' 
actuual conditions, factors such as weather and wind direction 
micht recuire the selection of different evacuation routes 
crtna u an emerenc_? a . were to take 
place during a weekday in order to test the practicality of the 
plan, buses could not be made available for this exercise 
without seriously disrupting the lives cf many people.  

12. Mention is made of bus drivers making as many round trims as 
feasible. Re-entry under described circumstances could prove 
extremely difficult and hazardous even if drivers could be 
found for all the required buses.  

13. The plan does not address itself to the fact that if an emer
gency arose during the normal business day and people were 
already transported to work by bus, how these people would be 
transported home in the evening with a decreased transit fleet, 
or what accommodations would be made to provide food and shelter 
for stranded individuals.  

RESOURCES TO RESPOND 

1. Provided that all the necessary drivers and equipment can be 

assembled, certain protective equipment should be supplied to 

the bus drivers in the event of a radiological emergency: 

a) Dosimeters 
b) Film Badges 

2. To provide the necessary service in the event of a fuel shortage, 

perhaps a guaranteed fuel stockpile should be established.  

3. In the event of an emergency, a vehicle file retrieval system 

will be of the utmost importance. The development'and prograning 

of computer inventories capable of containing such information 

as: 

a) Numbers of vehicles.  
b) Type.  
c) Location of garage.  
d) Contact person.  
e) Estimated response time to the EPZ.  

COST TO RESPOND 

The plan has not addressed any monetary concerns 
or compensa

tion regarding the evacuation of the EPZ. The Department has 

identified some inevitable cost items in the event of a radio
logical evacuation: 

a) compensation for the use of private, school or charter 
type buses; 

b) compensation for bus drivers, dispatchers, and all 
other essential transit operating personnel, tMany 

of these private companies are union orqaniza!ions
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COutn!y Othoce GuI!wnrg 2 MEMORANDUM

FChi'Uary 25, 1981 

TO: Anita S. Curran, 0.1)., m.P.Ii.  
Comissioner of 1icalth 

FROM: Calvin E. Weber, P.E., Ass.-stant Com,-,missioner of' Health 
Bureau of Lnvironmcntal Quality Control 

RE: Westchester County Radiological Eniergency Response Plan 

As requested, attached are comments regarding those parts of the above plan 
that are the responsibility of this department.  

It should be noted that several places in the plan this department is assigncd 
the responsibility "to ensure" something, e.g., "The CCH and CDPV shall make all 
arrangements necessary to ensure that adequate uncontaminated supplies of drinkid!'.  
water and foodstuffs are available," (Section IIl.1!.6.c.).  

,i.is department cannot ensure these items but can monitor, supc¢rvie, sample, 
annyze and take oth.r appropriate actions to protect the public hcalth and to 
dctcrmine if food or water is safe for human consumption to the best of our ab:-rtv.  

All of the reco,.-..endations and time frames set fcrth are depenen. upon availabi1it% 
of adequate funds and resources.

CEW:rtb 
cc: ile



COTE.Nrs REGARI.N*G TI
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE 

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPARTMEN'T OF HEALTH 
SET FORTH IN THE 

WESTCHESTER COtlh'Y RADIOLOGICAL 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN

February 25, 1981 
Bureau of Environmen.l 

Qualit Control



In order to i=plement the radiclogical portions of the Westchester 
County 

Radiologica l Emergency Response Pla=, 3 full time salaried 
Radiological Healtb 

Specialis-s would be required to establish certain arrange=erts and 
agreements 

as -.sted under the reco-ndationS hwet±; de:e.--ine equirment 
=d instrnta

tion needs and prepare contracts for same; establish and maintain 
routine moti

toring p.ogram; distribute, store and maintafln aIl radiological emergency equip

ren- and supplies; update and maint-ain the Plan; t:ain staff and volunteers; 

and plan, participate and evaluate regular drills and exercises.  

In addition, present staffing fro= the Bureaus' of Public Health 
Protection 

and Environmental Quality would be required to initially 
investigate Reception 

and Congregate Care Centers for adequate food services, housing, water supply, 

sewage disposal, etc,

I



Responsibil-Ty ?ublic Health and 5aita-!or. Services Section III C-6.  

.. ?r..e. p---=r-: and emergem-. care for tthe . . imjured.  

2. Coordl=ate the movement of pa:ients, personel, Ld.d equipment of 

hos;i:_.s, nursing homes, etc. i- risi: cr afected areas.  

3. Coordinate the allocation of medical resources.  

4. Provide public health and environmental sanitation services.  

Needs

1. Adequate medical staff trained in emergency medical care.  

2. Established working relationships with hospitals, nursing homes, etc.  

3. Adequate trained staff to monitor health and sanitation services at 
reception and congregate care centers.  

4. Adequate trained staff to inspect, sample, and quarantine, if necessary, 
foodstuffs, milk, and water.  

5. Arrangements for provision of adequate supplies of food, water, and 

mik that is safe for human consumption.  

6. Appropriate and adequate medical supplies, sampling and monitoring 

equipment; availability of appropriate laboratory facilities; vehicles 

and other essential equipment.  

7. Adequate and available facilities for short-term storage and ultimate 

disposal of contaminated food, water, milk, etc.  

Concerns
1. The Health Department does not have medical staff. adequately trained, or 

adequate staff to be trained, in emergency medical care and does not have 

established agreements with hospitals and nursing homes, etc. necessary 
to ensure the movement of patients, personnel, equipment, and medical 

resources on a timely basis.  

2. Although available staff is adequately trained in sampling techniques, 
all would need new or additional training in radiological health and 

safety with emphasis on nuclear emergencies.  

3. Lack of availability of local laboratory facilities for radiologic 

analysis of samples of food, milk, water and other types of samples.  

4. Lack of ready availability of vehicles on a 24-hour basis for emergency res; 

5. Lack of appropriate arrangements with the N.Y.S. Department of Agriculture 

and Markets, FDA, foodstore chains, milk suppliers, water purveyors 

and others regarding provision of adequate supplies of food, milk and 

water and for protection of such supplies.

I
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6.-- ca ff : .short-term s orage an' utimate 
dispos. of =aterials conta_±nated with radioac-ive zaterials.  

Recom=end a.ions 
i. ERespns:~U±ies #I, 2, 3 above should be t:ansferred to Commssioner 

of Hospitals who has the basic respohsibilitv for providing such services 
.on a day-to-day basis.  

2. Prov-de intial and continuing radiological health training to staff 
including drills, exercises and annual refresher courses.  

3. Make arrangements with N.Y.S. Division of Labs and Research or other 
certified laboratory for sample analysis and consider providing such 
facilities at least minimal, at the Westchester County Department of 
Labs and Research.  

4. Provide County vehi'tles to at least key personnel on a 24-hour basis 
to reduce response time and to improve availability.  

5. Determine the sampling equipment and supplies necessary to perform the 
responsibility, purchase, adequately locate, distribute, store and 
maintain.  

6. Develop a plan and training for protection and provision of foodstuffs, 
including milk, and water supplies in the County, including the resources 
needed to implement such plan, and for securing such supplies from 
outside of the area impacted by contamination. A brief "first cut" of 
considerations for water supply is attached.  

7. Develop a plan and procedure for disposal of contaminated materials.  

Time Frame
Recommendations 1 and 4 could be accomplished almost immediately through a 
change in the WCRERP and a change in policy regarding County cars.  

Recommendations 2, 5 and 6 could be initiated, subject to availability 
of staff, within several months; full implementation would take at least 
9 months to a year and continue beyond that with respect to training, drills 
and plan update.  

Recommendations 3 and 7 could be initiated within several months but would 
take considerable time, most likely a year or more to get in place.

I



Needs

.L. Dete.--nng maginitude and dispzit- . no -=.c- :i i 
releases into air, water, soil.  

2. Deploying mobile radiological assessment resources.  

3. Correlating nuclear facility operator's offsite 
estimates with the actual offsite consequences by 
field measurement.  

1. Established data on normal background radiation levels 
throughout county computerized for ready availability, 
including isointensity maps.  

2. Established pool of volunteers for field monitoring and 
sampling.  

3. Full time assignment of county vehicles with mobile 
communications to key field monitoring personnel.  

4. Adequate portable radiological health monitoring kits.  

5. Sufficient thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD' s) and 
reading equipment for environmental monitoring.  

6. Adequate personnel trained in field monitoring and samplin.  
techniques, and radiation health physics.  

7. Availability of appropriate laboratory facilities for 
analysis of air, water and soil samples and other needs.  

8. Boat, motor, trailer, and vehicle to pull same so as to 
monitor Hudson River, Long Island Sound and other bodies 
of water.  

9. Adequate sampling materials and supplies.

Accident Assessment Section 7I C-14 

Assess and/or monitor offsite ccnse=ence_s and coordinate such 
Mon.iorc to determine po:entia0 ris: to pulic health and 
safet-y by:



Recom..en.ions 

S i "s"h routine monitoripg roraz-. eno.mass ng t ro
priate parameters to dee.- e curre- b-kro
tion levels throughout the Count%'.  

2. Recruit and train monitorn fperom other .' 

agencies (i.e., Department of Public works, Parks and 

Recreation) and, where appropriate, local agencies.  

3. Assign radio and instrument equipped vehicles to key field 

monitoring personnel on a full time basis.  

4. purchase adequately distribute, store and maintain nine 

portable radiological monitoring kits.  

5. Provide initial and continuing training and drills to 

personnel on monitoring and sampling procedures, 
dose 

calculations, correlation of data, etc.  

6. Make arrangements with a certified local laboratory 
for 

sample analysis or equipment, staff the Westchester 

County Department of Labs & Research for such radiological 

analysis capability. Training of laboratory staff also 

necessary.  

7. purchase, adequately distribute, store and maintain 

sampling materials and supplies.  

Time Frame 

Recommendations 1, 4, 6 and 7 depend on availability 
of funds 

and resources. While development of specifics to acconlrlish them 

could be initiated relatively soon, full 
implementation would take 

at least a year and in some cases be continuing thereafter.  

Recom nendation 2, 5 could be intiated in several 
months but 

would take a year or more to accomplish du.e to the time involved 

with recruitment and training.  

Recommendation 3 could be initiated almost immediately with 

a change in policy regarding county cars followed by installation 

of equipment within a year subject to availability of equipment.
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Concerns 

I .ho-11h scme da a re: background radiation levels is 

alvairlble, this infrmtion mus- be continously updated 

and maintained in a readil available and useable for ,..  

2. he plan states that women capahie of reproduction 

individuals under the age of 45 years should not be used 

for field monitoring. This presents a serious problem 

since most individuals in the Bureau of Environmental 

Quality Health Services are below the age of 45 years, 

therefore, personnel from other sources must be recruited.  

3. Key field monitoring personnel must have fully equipped 

vehicles assigned to them on a full time basis so as to 

facilitate rapid deployment in the intial response period.  

At present, certain procedures must be followed to obtain 

the use of a County vehicle including 10 day prior authori

zation for overnight use. Frequently pool vehicles are 

not available, especially during summer months.  

4. Only two portable radiologica. monitoring kits are avail-.  
able. (These were given to the County by Con Ed) Nine 

more kits would be needed as well as TLD's and readout 

equipment for environmental monitoring.  

5. Present available personnel are not adequately trained to 

do field monitoring, sampling, dose projections, and corre

lation of data.  

6. The Westchester County Department of Labs & Research does 

not have laboratory facilities available for radiologic: 

analysis of air, water, and soil samples. Samples would 

have to be transported to Albany for analysis and 
under 

special arrangments with the New York State Dept. 
of Health.  

7. Sampling materials and supplies are 
not available speci

fically for this purpose; they should be and should be 

dedicated to this purpose.



Re - -rode pubI e n s&:-on se.---ces 

Wa ter Suo !: - ass're water used by residents cf Westchester Co-= 
is safe for potale 7---,oses in the even cf a 
dis--s-.r at -- ~n .-e-"_- .o radoa:!ve 

On C e mS 

Iinitiall1y, go=Z water supplies, part: c*l sLrly -. cse o baie d from deep aou.if,: er or 
ro-k wells, "d nct be c.ta.minuat ed fr.z a re!ease of rad-ioactive .atelto the 
auosphere and may not be depending on the extent of %he release and other fac-ors.  
These water supplies can be continued in operation subject to later testing for 
contamination. Use of water from local su.rface water supply sources, w:thiL the 50 
mile l""- t will have to be terminated, .ntil mch time as testing proves them to be 
safe for consi=ption. This includes NYC's Croton Aqueduct, and Reservoir syste=.  

Systems that obtain water from the XYC Catskill and Delaware Aqueducts would be able 
to continue to draw water from those sources since the source is for the most par- ou
side the 50 =ile radius. A small southern portion of Ashokan Reservoir is at it's 
closest point, 4S miles from Indian Point. it should be noted that the use of several 
local reservoirs, in *-he Catskill/Delawaze systems withi.U te 50 mile i I, includng 
West Branch, Kensico and Hillview Reservoirs will have to be terminated by bypassing 
such. reservoirs (piping for which is available) until testing proves them to be safe 
for consumption. Water in storage tanks and distribution systems on public water 
supplies can be continued in service, with restrictions on use, since they. are protect 
from atospheric fallout (storage tank vents can be equipt with filters or special air 
intakes to reduce contamination- potential). Continued addition of water to the systew 
from the source may have to be terminated pending testing to prevent introduction of 
water contaminated above levels safe for hun consupption.  

Public water systems using local su-face supplies or NYC's Croton Aqueduct System 
may be able to obtain water from adjacent or nearby sources through e;isting or poen-.  

tial interconnections where such sources obtain water from ground water sources or 

the NYC Catskill or Delaware Aqueducts.  

Reference is made to a report entitled "Emergency Considerations, Coiunity Water 
Systems, Hudson River Level B", dated Mrch 7, 1977 which report investigated and 

listed existing Interconnections of each public water supply, present along w iw. the 

possibility of such interconections serving the entire public water supply sys-em In 

an emergency.  

Review of the material contained in the "Level B - Study" relative to supply's draft

irg from the Croton system or local sur:ace sources indicates as follows: 

- New Castle, Nort . Tarrytow., Ta--,y. own and the New Rochelle Water Co, any and 

supplies using Kensico reservoir have Catskill conectrions which can seyve t!eir 

entire system.  

- Ossining, Mt. Kisco, Briarcliff Manor have local wells as well as intercoinection 

however, severe water restrictions will have to be erforced since the amo=- of 

water available will be limited.
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-_ng-wn, Ycri:town, Peek.ski-ll, Poca:co Hills oor- hester have nc oca; 

-. i s.-.ies. st-ng c.rcc__e: ns -  aoese serve wa-er to t-e 

e=.-; re ser-Z-ce area of these su.-__es' 

Ttose supplies that car-not obtain wa r from their own sources, emergency sources or 

-be su e ra n o utzde so-rces viz -sn : 

tracks or by rao.-sion of water bottled at-_i2k P ants PreferablY outside -he 5Z 

mile radius or in other approp-iate loca- ons. The use of local milk plants would 

be dependent upon 4.he exten of cont f.a.on and testing of the plant, s equiiment.  

Needs 

- Present7y only the State Health Deparmen Laborarry in Albany and certain pri

vate laborator.es perform analyses for radioactive contaminants. In the even-, 

of a disaster this lab can be expected to be tremendously backlogged as it 

serves the entire state. Local labor-tory facilities to analyze for radioactive 

contaminents will be required in addition to s-taffing to collect samples from 

affected public water supplies.  

- A detailed plan of operation from each water supply indicating how they will 

supply potable water during a disaster. Such plan should include, but not be 

limited to the following: a review of the area of service and capacity of exist

ing interconnections; identifying potential interconfnections and estimate the 

time and materials necessary to implement in a.-reas where public water is not 

expected to be available provide mechanisms for using tank trucks or distribut

ing bottled water.  

Recorezndations - provide for neeids, i.e.: 

1. Establish a listing of available tank trucks and/or similar water transpor

tation and storage equipment.  

2. Require the development of the emergency plans by water purveyors with 

assistance from the County Health Department.  

3. Provide sufficient laboratory capacility and staffing to deal with the 

volue of samples that will be generated.  

Ilime Frame 

S~e of the emergency planning is a!e ad" Iunde:aV .- e o the drought, particularly 

recomendatiors 1 and 2.  

Reco=enda-i.o 3 will require at least one year to plan and establish.

I



Responsibility -Protecttve Response Evaluation Section. III C-1; 

Deee'--ne prcner protective response options zo inclenent based on protective 

ac':on guides, projected doses, dose rates, co n a n • ives, etc. -ze 

initial recozmmendztions concerning protective actions 
to be taken will be made 

by the Nuclear Facility Operators.  

Needs
Independent accident assessment and analysis by the County 

i.e., personnel 

and/or co=puters to analyze field monitoring and sampling data so as to 

base decision -making process on our own information.  

Concerns
At present, we are totally dependent on the 

nuclear facilities for most 

of the above data. This data is the basis for implementing the 
response 

options such as: sheltering, evacuation, etc. These decisions should be 

made based on our own data since the County is 
responsible for the health 

and safety of its people.  

Recommendations
Install appropriate computers in the County 

EOC and provide highly technical 

training to those who will be receiving, 
correlating andinterpreting data.



Reson .b-_.iv Radiological posure Control Section III C-16 

T-eradiolog-icZ e-,:osure of ererge=y response perso=nel 

and potentially affected members of the general public by: 

i. ro:ect±n e-ergency personnel fro= excessive exposure to radiation 

and by decontamination of exposed individuis.  

2. Performing radiological monitoring of evacuees including recording 

estimates of radiological exposures if necessary.  

Needs
1. Purchase, adequately distribute, store and maintain adequate 

anti

contamination clothing, personal dosimeters and charges, T.L.D.'s 

and readout equipment, radioprotective iodide, respirators and/or 

self-contained breathing apparatus, exposure records, etc.  

2. Develop, institute and maintain a system for maintaining exposure 
records 

of emergency response personnel.  

3. Provide radiological health training and refresher coursetor all 
response 

personnel and for those operating decontamination sites.  

4. Recruit and train medical doctors, nurses, decontamination specialists 

to staff decontamination sites.  

5. Purchase, adequately distribute, store and maintain adequate 
personal 

monitoring instrumentation.  

6. Establish and equip pre-designated decontamination sites.  

7. Purchase, adequately distribute, store and maintain adequate 
medical 

and decon supplies (showers, towels, soap, brushes, change of 
clothes, etc.).  

Concerns
1.- Items named in #'s 1, 5, 7 under "Needs" are not available.  

2. A system of recording exposure to emergency response 
personnel would 

have to be established; preferrably computerized.  

3. There is no on-going training program by which emergency 
response 

personnel, medical doctors, nurses, etc. presently 
receive adequate 

radiological health training.  

4. Adequate sites for decontamination of contaminated 
response personnel 

and affected members of the public are not presently designated.  

Recommendations
1. Purchase, adequately distribute, store and maintain items 

named in 

#'s 1, 5, 7 under "Needs" 'above.  

2. Establish exposure recordkeeping system; preferrably 
computerized.  

. In4tiate and continue specialized radiologicz! health traiinl proprus 

for emergency personnel, .D.'s, Nurses and other specialized P-:rsonne.



i lncluding aspects off-decoa'ra-ior--azd-mon.toring 

4. rsablish and adequately sup;P!." and =a±.ta±-= decont2--nation sites.  

:2:r=e Framne

All of the above recom=ezdatifts recu-.re funds and resources not presently 

ava.lab~e.  

While initial activities to i.e-..pt-, e- them can start relatively soon, it 

would take at least one year to implement them assuming funds and resources 

are available.


